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penny.1   This price, it may be noted, was double what
<	had been fixed a century earlier,  in I2Q8,2 when red
herring were to be sold at twenty for a penny or 405.
the last;  fresh herring at the same time were six a penny
before Michaelmas  and  half  that  price  after.     Fresh
; *   ;	herring were (naturally) more expensive in London than
k     '	salted, and in the same way whiting were four fresh or
i-   •'	twelve pickled (pouderati) for a penny, but at Yarmouth,
f    "jt	where the question of carriage and preservation did not
come in,  the reverse was naturally the case;   here in
1357 the rule was that when fresh herring cost 4od. the
j     J	last or less, the extra charge on a last of dried herring
i     1	should not be more than half a mark.3   This amount
i     •	extra might be charged whether the last were of full or
1	of shotten 4 herring, although the shotten fetched only
I .  '\	half the price of the full when fresh, because the cost
i"      '	of curing a last was equal for either kind.
Amongst the fish of which the prices were regulated
1	for the London market in 1298 5 were conger at I2d.,
turbot 6d., dorey 5d.; gurnard id., mackerel id. each
1	in Lent and two a penny afterwards, plaice id., soles
;        >	four a penny.    Fresh salmon, between Christmas and
]-     l	Easter 5^., and after Easter 35.; this price evidently
went up during the next century, as in 1376, when certain
i	regulations   for   preserving  the young salmon in  the
i	Thames and elsewhere were suggested, it was represented
i	that in this way in three years people would be able to
|    -!	buy for zs. as good a salmon as then cost 105. ; 6  even
* '   '   j  .	the lower price should be sufficient, when the relative
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